WE
CONNECT
OPTIMISE
AND
VISUALISE

Turboviz is a technology company specialising in transport
management solutions. We enable our customers to
control their physical transport delivery outcomes so they are
able to better manage cost and customer experience’

How we can help?
Corporates

Factories

We help business to optimise and
visualise their physical transport services
based on their customer demand

Couriers

Customer Service

What is Turboviz?

We Connect, We Optimise &
We Visualise

E-Commerce

$

Delivery Trucks

Transport Cost

Warehouses

The Solution
Opitimise Transport Delivery
services based on Order Demand
Able to customise delivery services
(On-Demand, Own or 3rd Party)

STORE

OPEN

Optimize

We are
OPEN!

OPEN

E-Commerce and Supplier Platform
Support hypo local e-commerce with integrated payment, transport
and marketing services

More Features
Sign-On Glass and tracking
Customer notiﬁcation & reporting
Driver Management

Features

Transport Services

Flexible API Integration

Able to access on-demand and courier transport
services.

Customised dashboard with analytics
Customer and driver payment reconciliation

Job Management & Dispatch
Able to create transport jobs and able to dispatch single or
batch jobs to drivers

Optimisation
Able to optimise transport manifest before dispatching to
driver or able to calculate requried transport resources based
on constraints of the customer

GPS & Maps Integration
Telematics integrated with maps and real-time GEO fencing alerts

“

Effective , Reliable , Easy
I have only good things
to say Turboviz made
my business grow..

How it works

Set-Up Driver and
Vehicle Proﬁle

Order Creation via
On-Line Portal or API

Able to set-up Internal or External
driver and vehicle proﬁle data

Able to use Turboviz e-commerce platform
to generate orders or use API to down load orders

Load Manifest Data

Smart Optimisation

Able to easily create / load consignment data
with ﬂexibility of customizing tracking of
shipment at Consignment or Package level

Optimise of loading of truck or the
route of the truck with at the time of
manifest load or scanning of driver manifest

Driver Management

GPS Tracking and Navigation

Manage start shift from vehicle pre-check
to driver alerts for fatigue management.
Providing the ability to manage truck capacity
to reporting of fuel receipts and other
expense management

Delivery Completion

Transport Scans

to scan using multi carrier barcodes with built
in validation rules and to complete the delivery
by taking electronic signature

Integrate average smartphone to barcode scanner
and to scan from shipment arrival to loading of shipments
to a truck

Integration and Analytics

Customer and Driver Payment
Reconciliation
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SCANNING...

Able to track the driver and notiﬁcation alert
of driver

Able to easily reconcile and update invoice status
of customer invoice and driver payments

Seamlessly integrate the scan events to customers tracking
and invoicing system to automate order to delivery process.
Validate data to ensure data compliance

What customers say
“Great product & superb service ! Our auditing and quoting
system had been built up over many years and had developed a
ecosystem of its own. We had multiple ﬁling systems, report
systems with a variety of versions of spreadsheets, pdfs,
documents and email management. Turboviz took it all and
turned it into a smooth easily controlled process !”
Dominic Harris
FES Lighting Australia

“Prior to using Turboviz we could not follow our drivers progress
during the day, we had to wait for reports back from our clients
from their scanners or wade through paperwork. We follow it all
in real time”
Alicia Pleski
Administration Manager, First Choice Couriers

“Our customers are large ﬁnancial institutions based in Australia
and Asia where we provide ofﬁce automation. The Turboviz
technology platform has allowed us to be more agile and to
easily customise our automation to the customer’s need”
Grant Mackenzie
Cheif Executive Ofﬁcer, Drake Business Asia

We are there for you.
Reach Out...
Contact us
1300 848 069
+61 412 446 105
team@turboviz.com
TurboViz Pty Ltd
ABN: 23 162 346 554 L32,
L45, 680 George St Sydney Australia, 2000
www.turboviz.com
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